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The REason we implement protocols
We implement protocols to fill 
in the missing pieces.



Categories of Protocols
Pre-Listener
Listener
speaker (early and advanced)



Pre-LIstener



Pre Listener involves-
❖ A child being completely dependent 

on others.
❖ Do not observe their environment
❖ Do not participate in the social 

community 
(Greer & Keohane, 2005; 2006)





Faces 
This protocol is used when a child has difficulty looking at 
others when a visual antecedent or vocal antecedent is 
presented. 

The Faces protocol becomes beneficial for future programs 
such as Imitation, listening to a book being read, or general 
conversations.

(Greer, Keohane, Luke, Maffei-Lewis,& Singer-Dudek)



Faces
Begins with a general awareness probe across 1:1, group, and 
free play settings, which involves probing observing 
responses such as whether or not client orients to his or her 
name being called, a person entering the room, or speaking to 
another person in close proximity. 

If the client does not orient for at least 80% of responses, 
he or she is a candidate for the Conditioned Reinforcement 
for Faces protocol. 



Generalized Motor Imitation (GMI)
Is used when generalized imitation is missing in the child's 
repertoire. 

This program in the future will help clients to imitate the 
mouthing of words, echoics, imitate corrections, and observe 
appropriate behaviors in settings beyond the clinic. 



Generalized Motor Imitation (GMI)
Begins with a probe of 26 novel actions. The antecedent is 
“Do this” and the performance of the target action by the 
line technician. No correction or reinforcement is delivered 
so that the actions will remain untaught for the post probe. 

The protocol is then implemented by teaching sets of 4 to 5 
actions or 20 different actions each time. 

An additional tactic for GMI is the mirror protocol in which 
the tech and client sit facing a mirror, and the client 
observes the action through the mirror instead of face to 
face. 



Voices 
The purpose of voices is to 
condition the individual  to 
attend to voices.



Voices
Begins with the same general awareness probe as the 
conditioned reinforcement for faces protocol. 

An additional probe includes whole interval recording on 
client engagement while a tech reads or tells a story across 
1:1, group, and free play settings.

During the intervention, reinforcement is paired with 
listening to voices of client’s parents, techs, and novel 
voices. Client holds down a button to play a story.  



2D Conditioning 
2D conditioning is put into 
place to condition the 
client to attend to various 
print stimuli.

This program is put into place 
when the child has a high 
number of LUC on matching 
programs. 



2D conditioning
Begins with a matching probe across letters, numbers, shapes, 
animals, and colors as well as a probe of client observing 
novel pages of 2D stimuli recorded through whole interval 
data. 

The intervention involves pairing reinforcement with 
observing non-preferred 2D stimuli through the pair/test 
procedure or the conjugate reinforcement procedure.  



3D Visual Tracking 
❖ Is used to increase the attention to visual 

stimuli.

❖ This protocol is implemented when a client 
does not attend to or track stimuli.



3D visual tracking
Begins with a probe of client finding a non-preferred item 
under rotating solid cups. 

Part of the general awareness probe is also relevant to this 
protocol (items rearranged on desk and items removed from 
desk). 

The intervention is run out of 20 trials with the target 
determined by client performance on the probe. 



Listener 



Listener involves
❖Respond to others through following 
basic instructions.

❖ Have more independence, requires mild 
supervision

❖ Can be warned of dangers or harm 



Listener emersion
v The listener emersion protocol induces listener literacy 

in children who are lacking this repertoire. For those who 
have acquired listener literacy, the protocol helps them 
develop better fluency with following vocal instructions.

v The literature states that children who complete multiple 
phases of the listener emersion protocol involving 
multiple types of listener selection and production 
responses improve their rate of learning four to ten times 
that of their pre-listener rate.  



Auditory match
v The auditory match protocol increases listener literacy in 

children who have not developed this repertoire.

v Through the matching of vowel-consonant blends, the 
protocol also has shown to induce beginning echoics in 
children who are pre-speakers and increase the accuracy of 
pronunciation in children who are emerging speakers. 

v This protocol can be implemented for children of the pre-
listener or listener status as it targets listener and 
speaker repertoires and has been shown to induce some 
components of naming. 



speaker



Speaker status
The speaker level of verbal behavior involves:

v More independence through the ability to govern the 
behavior of others

v Can include various topographies including vocal, 
electronic, visual, and signing



Intensive tact 
v The intensive tact protocol is implemented in order to 

increase instances of speaker behavior including pure 
mands, pure tacts, intraverbals, and conversational units. 

v The use of these verbal operants is induced through the 
intensive tact protocol by increasing children’s contact 
with reinforcement through speaking.



Naming
v The naming capability can be implemented for children who 

have listener and speaker capabilities but have not 
acquired the ability to emit a tact by learning the name 
of a stimulus through a listener response and vice versa. 

v Naming is considered a cusp because once children acquire 
it, they can learn in new ways. Individuals with the 
naming repertoire can learn the tact of a stimulus and 
emit all responses to that stimulus without being directly 
taught. 



Observational learning
v Observational learning is the ability to learn through 

observing others learn (indirect learn units).

v Children who do not have this repertoire must be directly 
taught typically through a yoked contingency procedure. 

v Once this repertoire has been acquired, children who did 
not previously have it can now effectively participate in 
group instruction. 
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